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The evolution of new gene functions is one of the keys to evolutionary innovation. Most new functions result from gene duplication followed by divergence. But the models hitherto proposed to account for this process are not fully satisfactory. The classic model of neofunctionalization 1 holds that the two paralogous gene copies resulting from a duplication are functionally redundant, such that one of them can evolve under no functional constraints and occasionally acquire a new function. This model lacks a convincing mechanism by which the new gene copies could increase in frequency in the population and survive the mutational load expected to accumulate under neutrality, before the acquisition of the rare beneficial mutations that would confer new functionality. The subfunctionalization model 2 has been proposed as an alternative way to generate genes with altered functions. This model also assumes that new paralogous gene copies are functionally redundant and therefore neutral, but it predicts that relaxed selection will affect both gene copies such that some of the capabilities of the parent gene will disappear in one of the copies and be retained in the other. Thus, the functions originally present in a single gene will be partitioned between the two descendant copies. Although this model can explain increases in gene number, it does not address the main evolutionary issue: the development of new biochemical capabilities. A new concept was recently introduced into the gene evolution literature that may help solve this dilemma [3] [4] [5] [6] . The key is to allow a period of natural selection for the duplication per se, before new function evolves, rather than considering gene duplication to be neutral as in the previous models. Here, I suggest a new model that includes this postulated selection for gene duplication and proposes that bursts of adaptive gene amplification in response to specific selection pressures provide the raw material for the evolution of new function.
The amplification mutagenesis phenomenon
A recent discovery in bacterial genetics catches the essence of this model. This experimental finding has already solved another famous puzzle, the 'adaptive mutagenesis' phenomenon. For years, bacterial geneticists and evolutionary biologists faced a seemingly unresolvable conflict: the possibility that some mutations could occur in a directed or 'lamarckian' fashion, because they were recovered at higher-thanexpected frequencies when bacteria were plated on a medium where these mutations would be advantageous 7 . Hendrickson et al. solved this conflict by showing that the increase in mutation frequency is the direct consequence of an increase in the copy number of the target genes 3 . In the particular system they studied, bacteria carrying a defective, but somewhat leaky, lacZ -allele produced more lacZ + revertants when plated on lactose minimal medium. Most of these mutants appeared not during growth in liquid before plating, but after a period of very slow growth on the lactose plates. The first step in this process was a substantial amplification of the lacZ -allele, which allowed bacteria to survive and reproduce on lactose by producing very large amounts of the defective enzyme encoded by their lacZallele. This gene expansion was selectively advantageous, because it amplified the minimal activity of the lacZ -allele to a level that permitted cell survival. The presence of an elevated number of copies of the lacZ -allele multiplied the likelihood of occurrence of a mutation that would restore LacZ + activity and full growth potential on lactose. Once a gene copy acquired the reverting mutation and selectively spread through the bacterial population, the rest of the gene copies, rendered superfluous, rapidly disappeared.
Other cases of adaptation by gene amplification
Adaptation by means of gene duplications and larger amplifications has been documented in bacteria [8] [9] [10] [11] , yeast 12 , insects 13 and mammalian cell lines 14 . In bacteria, gene amplification underlies some instances of resistance to antibiotics and heavy metals 8 , as well as experimental adaptation to growth at high temperature 9 and on limiting 8, 10 or unusual 8, 11 carbon sources. Adaptation to growth in glucose-limited chemostats through gene amplification has also been reported in yeast 12 . In mammalian cell cultures selected for antibody production, high productivity is attained by subclones in which light and heavy chain genes are amplified as extended arrays on diverse chromosomes 14 . In both laboratory strains and natural populations P E R S P E C T I V E of the mosquito Culex pipiens, insecticide resistance is achieved by an overproduction of esterases due to gene amplification 13 . The widespread use of gene amplification by all kinds of organisms as an adaptive response to artificial selection suggests that this phenomenon is probably relevant in nature. Gene amplifications have been implicated in enhanced virulence for some bacterial pathogens, as well as in increased production or fixation of host-required nutrients in symbionts 8 . The evolution of new gene functions in the wild, in both prokaryotes and eukaryotes, may follow gene amplification 8 through a mechanism analogous to that described by Hendrickson et al. 3, 15 .
Adaptive radiation model for origin of new gene functions
Here, I propose a new model for the origin of new gene functions: an adaptive radiation model that integrates the amplification mutagenesis phenomenon observed in bacterial genetics with the patterns encountered in nature during the radiation of organismal lineages into new ecological niches. The adaptive radiation model postulates that new gene functions evolve in rapid, punctuated bursts when new biochemical niches appear, through large, selected amplifications of the best preadapted genes, followed by competition among the gene copies present throughout the population for the occupancy of the niche. When the fitness of an organism would benefit from a new molecular function, the new biochemical niche may initially be filled by a suboptimal protein with some level of preadaptation to the new function. Probable scenarios might be, for instance, the recognition of a new compound in the environment or the establishment of a new regulatory interaction, where the preadapted protein could be a membrane receptor currently recognizing a similar chemical or a transcription factor recognizing a similar DNA sequence or interacting protein. Presumably, the affinity of the preadapted protein for the new target molecule would be low, and so an increase in the amount of protein produced would probably be advantageous and the frequency of organisms carrying a gene amplification would increase by positive selection (assuming the benefits of binding the new target molecule offset the deleterious consequences of binding an excess of the original one). As in the lacZ system, gene amplification could initially provide the means to attain biologically relevant levels of protein functionality, as well as the substrate for the evolution of improved function (Fig. 1) .
The capacity of proteins to expand their substrate ranges has been well documented during experimental evolution 16, 17 . Enzymes subject to directed laboratory selection under high rates of mutation and recombination rapidly increase their level of activity on new substrates by several orders of magnitude over the wild type 17 . In vivo, amplification of target genes may be the easiest and safest way to increase the likelihood of acquiring and bringing together adaptive mutations, rather than generally increasing the mutation and recombination rates at the genome-wide level. In addition, although new functions can evolve without affecting the initial activity of a protein, so that gene duplication is not a formal prerequisite for their evolution 17 , gene amplification will multiply the possibilities of adaptation by freeing gene copies from their original constraints and providing alternate pathways for evolutionary tinkering.
Exploration of a new niche may be initiated by any mechanism that increases the copy number of a preadapted gene. Genomes are more dynamic and plastic than previously realized, with many kinds of duplications and other rearrangements being common. Tandem, segmental and whole-genome duplications have all been documented as sources of duplicates with new functions. Nevertheless, duplicative processes involving large portions of the genome are likely to produce fewer copies of the duplicate region. Further amplification in large duplicate regions of the specific genes with preadaptations for useful new functions could thus facilitate the process of adaptation.
Advantages of the adaptive radiation model
This proposal circumvents the principal hurdles of the neofunctionalization model by postulating the following five things: (i) a selective advantage for gene amplification per se, followed by the evolution of new gene function; (ii) a multiplication of the probability of acquisition of beneficial mutations due to the increased number of target sites; (iii) the possibility of having different gene copies exploring different zones of the adaptive landscape, including fitness valleys; (iv) the (5) In a future generation, the fittest genotype has lost old pseudogenes and has acquired a new one (purple), and one of the paralogs has undergone new adaptive mutations that confer high binding affinity for the new chemical. (6) Ultimately, the optimal genotype contains the original gene locus (or an identical copy) and the paralog adapted to recognize the new environmental chemical with high affinity, whereas pseudogenes and superfluous gene copies encoding receptors of lower affinity have disappeared. Gene and pseudogene loss could occur by genetic drift or by positive selection to restore protein dosage for the original receptor and to avoid superfluous genome size expansion, expenditures in transcription and translation, and functional interference by expressed proteins of suboptimal activity.
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possibility of recombination among gene copies to bring together different beneficial mutations; and (v) the possibility of sequential acquisitions of beneficial mutations alternating with rounds of amplification of the best adapted gene copies at every step.
Predictions of the adaptive radiation model
This adaptive radiation model for the evolution of new gene functions makes predictions that are readily testable in our days of extensive genomic data for diverse species. The three main general predictions of this model are as follows: (i) evolution of new functions after punctuated bursts of gene amplification and paralog fixation in response to specific selection pressures; (ii) an initial period of purifying or positive selection on the paralogous gene copies, including those that eventually become pseudogenes; and (iii) generation of numerous pseudogenes and eventual pseudogene loss accompanying the successful establishment of a new gene function or group of related functions.
Evidence for the adaptive radiation model I suggest that the patterns predicted by the adaptive radiation model can be detected in the current literature on gene family and genome evolution in both prokaryotes and eukaryotes and, moreover, that the adaptive radiation model explains certain observations that could not be accounted for by previous evolutionary models.
Punctuated bursts of gene amplification and paralog fixation in response to specific selection pressures. The association between gene duplication and selective episodes is indicated by the fact that duplications are most prevalent for functional classes otherwise known to be subject to frequent episodes of positive selection. Across bacteria, archaea and eukaryotes, extensive genome-wide analyses have shown that gene duplications are most common in functional classes involved in species-level adaptations or in intraspecific adaptations to niche variation, such as transcription factors, environmental response regulators, transport proteins, efflux pumps and other cell surface and secreted proteins 4, 18 . In bacteria, genes acquired by horizontal transfer undergo more duplication events than do the ancestral, vertically transmitted genes of the same genome 19 . Horizontally transferred genes are most likely to undergo natural selection to adapt to the genomic environment and to the specific functional requirements of their new host. In a similar manner, species-specific genes in yeasts, which have no homologs in current databases, often form paralogous families, indicating rapid expansion after their recent origin 20 . These genes, which are likely to encode new functions and to have appeared either by horizontal transfer from an unknown source or by new combinations and modifications of coding or noncoding yeast DNA, are also most likely to have been subject to recent or ongoing selection to develop their new function or to adapt to their new host genome.
Under the adaptive radiation model, many of the largest gene families detected in all genomes would be transitory stages, present during limited periods of time during which a new biochemical niche is occupied. This is consistent with the fact that the largest gene expansions are mostly confined to shallow phylogenetic depths. The expansion coefficient, which is the ratio of the number of genes in a lineage-specific cluster to the total membership of that class of paralogs in a given genome 21 , is biased towards values close to 1, indicative of lineage-specific bursts in otherwise slowly proliferating gene families. Moreover, the expansion coefficient increases at shallower phylogenetic depths, such that more narrowly defined lineages contain a greater excess of specific expansions. This probably reflects the short existence span of large gene expansions rather than a recent acceleration of gene duplication across all types of organisms. Lineage-specific gene expansions have been identified in several sets of closely related species, including mycoplasmas, spirochaetes, γ-proteobacteria, ε-proteobacteria and methanogens 22 , yeasts 20, 21 , and humans and great apes 23 . Variation in the pattern of paralogous copy loss and retention has been documented even at the human population level 24, 25 , attesting to the recent origin and evolution of some amplified gene families. In fact, copy number polymorphisms contribute substantially to the observed genomic variation between humans and are particularly abundant for genes involved in neurodevelopment 26 .
The distribution of gene family sizes for both genes and pseudogenes in viral, bacterial, archaeal and eukaryotic genomes is also consistent with the adaptive radiation model. The distribution of gene family sizes can be approximated by power laws [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . Power law distributions feature very long tails, in this case indicating an overrepresentation of gene families that are much larger than the rest. Notably, given the current estimates for the rates of gene duplication and loss 32 , the mathematical models fitted to explain power-law behavior predict unrealistically long times for the generation of the largest families 30 . The time estimates become more realistic when birth and death rates among family members 30 are not independent. The adaptive radiation model implies interdependence of birth and death rates, as periods of rapid exploration of the fitness landscape upon the opening of new biochemical niches will involve selection for large gene amplifications in short periods of time, followed by the nonfunctionalization and eventual loss of the less efficient versions after a period of divergence and competition between paralogous gene copies. If this punctuated model of gene family evolution is correct, the fixation probabilities of gene duplication and loss during rapid adaptive periods will be very different from the long-term rates estimated from genome comparisons or from the silent divergence between fixed duplicate pairs 32 . This can explain the difficulty of mathematical models based on such rate estimations in accounting for the generation of the largest gene expansions in a reasonable amount of time. Just as in the case of adaptive mutagenesis, transitory bursts of gene amplification can solve the discrepancy between observed and expected rates of adaptive evolution.
Early selection on paralogous gene copies. In contrast to models in which the early stages after gene duplication occur under neutrality, the adaptive radiation model postulates an initial period of selection for gene amplification followed by positive selection on the paralogous gene copies for the acquisition of new function. A previous model 33 had postulated that, for bifunctional genes, positive selection immediately after gene duplication would result in each daughter gene specializing in one of the parental functions. But the adaptive radiation model does not require multiple functions to coexist before duplication; rather, it allows the evolution of new functions from existing ones.
In bacteria, archaea and eukaryotes, extensive genome-wide analyses have supported the view that most retained paralogs never undergo substantial periods of neutral evolution 4, 32, 34 . Moreover, cases of positive selection shortly after duplication have been detected in analyses of sequence divergence and polymorphism. In mammals, adaptation by positive selection for amino acid changes has been shown most convincingly for antimicrobial defensins 35 , olfactory receptors 36,37 , a nuclear membrane protein in humans and apes 38 and a recent duplicate of ribonuclease in a leaf-eating monkey 39 . Positive selection has also driven the divergence of recently duplicated histones and accessory gland proteins in fruit flies 40 . Moreover, reduced levels of nucleotide polymorphism confirm that at least one of these duplicates underwent a selective sweep in a single fruit fly population 40 . Fixation through positive selection is also indicated by reduced levels of nucleotide polymorphism for several recent duplications in Arabidopsis thaliana 41 .
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Most notably, evidence for early natural selection acting on gene copies that eventually became redundant and turned into pseudogenes can be found in several recent works. Some human olfactory receptor pseudogenes have patterns of nucleotide substitution indicative of purifying selection before recent nonfunctionalization 36, 42 . Furthermore, population-level analyses show that allele frequency distributions at some of these currently pseudogenic loci are biased towards rare variants 36 , suggesting the occurrence of recent selective sweeps. In addition, genome-wide analyses of gene duplication and pseudogene formation in worm, yeast and human 28 , as well as in 64 bacterial and archaeal species 43 , show that the number of duplicated pseudogenes is not proportional to the size of the gene family, also suggesting the involvement of selection in the fixation of the gene copies that eventually become pseudogenes.
Generation of numerous pseudogenes and eventual pseudogene loss during the establishment of new gene functions. The third general prediction of the adaptive radiation model is that "many are called but few are chosen". In this model, pseudogene formation, as well as gene and pseudogene loss, are expected to occur during and after the occupation of a new biochemical niche, as inferior variants are outcompeted by better-adapted paralogs. Genome-wide analyses in bacteria, archaea and eukaryotes uncover patterns that indicate an excess of pseudogene formation accompanying the successful establishment of a new gene function or group of related functions. Most notably, in contrast to processed pseudogenes, which originate through reverse transcription of mRNA, pseudogenes generated after gene duplications tend to be associated with environmental response genes 28, 43 , which are subject to more variable selective pressures and are more prevalent in gene families that have undergone organismicspecific expansions, indicative of recent selection 28 . In prokaryotes, gene families related to DNA transposition and genes acquired by horizontal transfer have higher pseudogene-gene ratios 43 . Horizontally transferred genes also undergo more duplication events 19 , presumably as they adapt to the genomic environment and to the specific functional requirements of their new host.
The process of gene and pseudogene loss could result from genetic drift or from positive selection. Loss of gene copies that have retained the original function would probably be selected for in order to restore the dosage of the original protein before gene amplification. Similarly, loss of gene copies encoding variants of intermediate functionality and loss of pseudogenes would avoid superfluous genome size increase, expenditures in transcription and translation, and functional interference by expressed proteins of suboptimal activity. The strength of selection against these factors, along with the rate of point substitution and deletion, will determine the permanence time of superfluous gene copies in different genomes. The power-law slopes of gene family size distributions are dependent on genome size, such that in large genomes the over-representation of the largest families increases 27 . In bacteria, large genomes contain a higher proportion of genes belonging to lineage-specific gene families 22 . These correlations probably reflect the longer permanence time of large, temporary gene expansions in genomes with lower deletion rates or weaker constraints on genome size increase. Pressure to delete redundant genes and pseudogenes seems to be notably weaker in eukaryotes than in prokaryotes. In bacteria, genes that are not under sufficient selection and pseudogenes are rapidly deleted; therefore, pseudogenes are usually rare 44 . In contrast, pseudogenes are common in most eukaryotic species. An exception is the fruit fly, but this species contains high numbers of small protein motifs and pseudomotifs in intergenic regions 28 , indicating rapid decay of pseudogenes rather than a low formation rate.
A case for the adaptive radiation model One of the most studied examples of gene family evolution, that of the olfactory receptor (OR) genes in humans and other mammals, serves as a case in which most of the previously discussed patterns that support this model can be seen. The OR genes are one of the largest mammalian gene families, including ∼1,000 genes in humans, arranged in clusters of up to 100 genes dispersed in more than 100 genomic locations 36, 45 . Given that a high fraction (>60%) of the human OR copies has degenerated to pseudogenes, and that the human OR functional repertoire is smaller than that of other mammals, it has been assumed that the evolution of the human OR family reflects relaxed selective constraints due to our reduced reliance on the sense of smell. But many characteristics of this family can be interpreted as hallmarks of an ongoing adaptation to new odorant molecules that constantly appear in our rapidly changing lifestyle, and the evolution of this family can be seen as an example of the adaptive radiation model presented here. First, some OR subfamilies with functional members have duplicated so recently that their copy number, location and functionality of different paralogs are polymorphic in humans 24, 25 . Therefore, some human functional OR genes have appeared in the very recent past. Second, some of the OR genes, possibly including some recent pseudogenes 36 , have patterns of nucleotide substitution 36, 37 or population polymorphism 37, 46, 47 indicative of positive natural selection. This testifies to recent successful and unsuccessful attempts to produce new functions in OR genes. Third, the fraction of OR pseudogenes in humans is high compared with that in other primates and rodents 36, 42 . In light of the adaptive radiation model, high numbers of pseudogenes are expected during periods of proliferation of new functions in response to environmental change. Taken together, these evolutionary patterns suggest an ongoing radiation of OR genes rather than a simple degeneration of olfactory capabilities in the human lineage.
Integrating genic and organismal selection
The adaptive radiation model provides an opportunity to integrate different levels of selection, as the differential capacity of paralogs to survive and reproduce in the genome will influence, through the sieve of organismal fitness, which gene copies are ultimately retained. For instance, the genomic location of a sequence will influence its likelihood of undergoing point mutations, deletions or duplications, and therefore genomic rearrangements will alter the evolutionary rates of these events in translocated paralogs. As a result, the probability of incurring adaptive mutations will be altered in individuals carrying a genomic rearrangement. Eventually, selection at both the genic and organismal levels will probably have contributed to determining which gene copies were fixed in the population.
Parallels to the macroevolution of organismal lineages
This approach to the origin and diversification of gene functions combines molecular and organismal change in a common ecological and evolutionary framework, driven mainly by adaptation to the physical and biological environment. In doing so, it broadens the application of concepts and methodologies developed in the study of organismal adaptation and radiation to the genic level. Mainly, it adopts the concepts of ecological opportunity, preadaptation, adaptive radiation and competition among close variants for a specific niche 48 . In particular, the adaptive radiation model has obvious similarities to the macroevolutionary notions of quantum evolution 49 and punctuated equilibrium 50, 51 . As in punctuated equilibrium, this model uses observed patterns of change in lineages (bursts of gene amplification accompanied by pseudogene formation) to deduce a hypothesis aboutP E R S P E C T I V E evolutionary process (rapid change associated with lineage and gene splitting, lineage selection, and extinctions of intermediate variants due to niche competition). In terms of methodology, the vast literature developed by paleontologists and evolutionary biologists to study the rates and patterns of diversification of organismal lineages 49, [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] and the origins of evolutionary trends 58, 59 should be applicable to investigate the tempo and mode of gene family evolution, as well as the correlations of gene level events with organismal and environmental change.
